In the last few years the computer assisted tools for horizon picking have improved their speed, usability and quality of picking so that interpreter's productivity for this task has been increased by large amounts. Some have quoted productivity gains of three months to one week. In addition these tools often produce auxiliary outputs of pick quality or stratigraphic attributes. More recently attention has been focused in helping improve the interpreter's productivity when performing fault interpretation and framework building. For these tasks software developments have focused on increased use of coherency and volume curvature. These attributes are then used to inform automatic fault extraction before detailed interpretation or fault tracking while interpreting so that fault surfaces are generated with significantly less manual picking. The result of reducing the effort needed to produce fault and horizon surfaces has been a huge increase in the number of these surfaces interpreted within a seismic survey. Semi-automated Structural Framework building then enables these surfaces and surfaces developed from sub-seismic well correlation to be incorporated into a very detailed earth model that can be easily populated with reservoir parameters of pressure, porosity, saturation and permeability. Such models are suitable for use in reservoir simulation or detailed well planning. The ability to perform all these activities on a single data representation with computer assistance at each step has removed many of the bottlenecks in seismic data interpretation and the integration of well and seismic data interpretation.
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Horizon Picking
Picking horizons by propagating seed picks using trace shape in volume interpretation has been a very successful innovation. This technique has been extended for use with 2D seismic data and again the trace shaped based algorithm has proven successful and has been strong enough to overcome many of the extra difficulties associated with picking 2D seismic data. One advantage of this form of computer-assisted horizon picking is that the results can include measures of pick quality and propagation based attributes in addition to the structural pick. Pick quality can be calibrated with pick accuracy and then used as a measure of pick uncertainty. We have added two propagation attributes that show how the propagation from seed pick to the final surface progressed. The first is the generation of the pick which is the number of picks that had to be made to reach any given pick from its seed pick. This shows the direction of propagation for a surface. The second attribute is the productivity of the pick. This is a count of the number of other picks derived from this pick. These two attributes together show the nature of propagation and through their statistics can show very subtle effects of the choice of path of propagation. Figure 1 shows an example of these attributes. This image looks like it is a heredity graph but it isn't. Points that generate many other picks tend to be adjacent but there is no implication that adjacent trace positions are connected by any particular propagation. These numbers are statistics so they gain in sensitivity through the use of large numbers of samples. In this instance this channel was picked from a single seed point. The points that are highly productive are posted in blue and those that are less productive are posted in green, then yellow and red in turn. The productive path can be seen to proceed from bank to bank down the presumed thalweg of the channel. Where the feature looks like an over bank deposit, in the area inside the meander of channel, the productive path appears to be dendritic rather than channel like. This information should help to support the identification of part of the feature as an over bank deposit. These attributes are additional to the main purpose of the propagation which was to pick the channel itself. 
Fault Picking
Computer assisted horizon picking has been under development for at least 40 years. Fault picking has had much less attention but it is equally important to try to help the interpreter in this task. Across the industry this task has been receiving attention. Coherency (Bahorich & Farmer, 1995) has been influential in many computer assisted fault interpretation techniques. This attribute or similar attributes are used in our Automatic Fault Extraction [AFE] application. Coherency volumes are scanned in all likely fault directions and "coherent" planes or near planes of incoherency are extracted as possible fault planes. AFE is batch and does not require interpreter effort. The algorithm brings no regional opinions to its task so it can produce unbiased estimates of fault location, azimuth and dip. These estimates may be refined by a user or simply used to notify interpreters of likely positions of faults. This can be invaluable when picking horizons and loops will not tie. An AFE example is shown below in Figure 2 .
Figure 2 Automatic Fault Extraction from Coherency with amplitude and coherency data co-rendered
In addition to AFE which takes almost no interpreter effort we also support an algorithm that can track faults while interpreters manually pick them. This algorithm currently has the simple idea that a fault is planar between an interpreter's two widely spaced fault picks and tries to track the discontinuity in the input volume. The good news is that it can pick the discontinuity in the input volume in many cases. The bad news is that it picks the discontinuity in the seismic data rather than the hypothesised fault plane that most interpreters pick. If the fault plane is not precisely imaged then the automated pick will contain the same error. Any computer assisted scheme will be faced with the same problem. We need to resolve this by using fault shape to improve imaging or to post-process the extracted fault planes to produce a best estimate of each fault plane location and shape. An extracted fault plane is shown in Figure 3 . 
Framework building
The industry today is currently using two different techniques for building structural framework models. The first technique, which is the oldest, is to use regular grids to represent horizons. The second technique uses an unstructured mesh of triangles to represent horizons. The grid approach is very efficient but is difficult to use to model complex structures such as salt models. Any surface that has multiple depth [Z] coordinates for the same map position [X,Y] is difficult to model with grid-based approaches. Both approaches become surface oriented. Operations are typically performed on one or two surfaces at a time. Each surface is th EAGE Conference & Exhibition -Rome, Italy, 9 -12 June 2008 embedded in 3D space but its relationship with other surfaces is lost or at best indirect. This makes global operations difficult and operations on individual surfaces can easily produce non-realisable models.
To avoid the problems of model building from isolated surfaces we propose a methodology that embeds the surface description within a volume of 3D space. We characterise this methodology as implicit modelling. This approach supports 3D modelling directly in 3D and allows relationship between all components of the model to be modified or tested globally rather than piecewise sequentially.
Such a new approach really enables new workflows and new capabilities. Here, we can illustrate this with two examples. The first one is salt modelling. Today, most methods create complex salt surfaces with triangles and tessellation of the full salt surface has proven to be both labour intensive and problematic. The new 3D implicit approach enables using the salt surface picks and a few additional points indicating the inside and the outside of the salt to create in one operation the complete salt surface. This surface may have limited resolution but once it has been created it can easily be refined to the full resolution of the data.
Similarly, geologic models may be quickly and simply built from input data no matter how complex the input data. These models can then be examined and changed or updated with new information very easily. Because of the speed of model construction, the user can focus on the interpretation of the data rather than spending inordinate effort to construct the model. An example structural framework is shown in Figure 5 . 
